Continuous-time quantum error correction (CTQEC) is a technique for protecting quantum information against decoherence, where both the decoherence and error correction processes are considered continuous in time. Given any [[n, k, d]] quantum stabilizer code, we formulate a class of protocols to implement CTQEC, involving weak coherent measurements and weak unitary corrections. Under this formalism, we show that the minimal required size of the ancillary system is n − k + 1 qubits, and we propose one scheme that meets this minimal requirement. Furthermore, we compare our method with other known schemes, and show that a particular measure of performance described in this paper is better when using our method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Continuous-time quantum error correction (CTQEC) studies quantum error correction when both decoherence and error correction are treated as continuous in time.
One of the first approaches to CTQEC was proposed by Paz and Zurek [1] , where the process of error correction is modeled as a weak quantum-jump operation taking a small time δt. In the limit of δt going to zero, the evolution of the code system can be described by a continuous-time master equation. In [2] , Oreshkov proposed a quantum-jump CTQEC protocol and reviewed various topics on CTQEC not restricted to the quantumjump model. Another scheme for CTQEC was proposed by Ahn, Doherty, and Landahl (ADL) [3] involving the method of feedback control by estimation [4] . Several studies based on this scheme have been published since then (see, e.g., [5, 6] ). Other work or resource on CTQEC and continuous-time quantum feedback control includes [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] .
In Sec. II, we introduce the technical background needed for the rest of this paper. In Sec. III, we discuss a class of protocols that perform quantum-jump CTQEC. Furthermore, we show the minimal requirement on the size of the ancillary system and propose a protocol that meets this requirement. In Sec. IV, we compare this protocol to those of Oreshkov and ADL. In addition, we investigate whether optimizing the parameter in the error-correction process of Oreshkov yields any significant improvement in performance, and we show that the improvement is negligibly small in general.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we review background knowledge and notation for quantum stabilizer codes and quantum-jump * kungchuh@usc.edu † tbrun@usc.edu CTQEC sufficient for the reader to understand the content of this paper.
A. Structure of stabilizer codes
Let C be a stabilizer code that protects k qubits by encoding them into n qubits. Associated with C is a set of n − k stabilizer generators G = {g 1 , g 2 , ..., g n−k } ⊂ G n , where
O l : j ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, O l ∈ {I, X, Y, Z}, ∀l} is the n-fold Pauli group, and X, Y, Z are the Pauli operators. The stabilizer group S is an Abelian subgroup of G n that is generated by the stabilizer generators and does not contain −I ⊗n . The codespace is defined to be the space C S = {|ψ ∈ H n : g|ψ = |ψ , ∀ g ∈ S}, where H n is the 2 n -dimensional Hilbert space of n qubits. The code can correct any set of correctable errors E = {E j } j∈J where E j E l ∈ S ∪(G n − N (S)) ∀ j, l ∈ J, where J is an index set and N (S) is the normalizer of S.
The above outlines the structure of stabilizer codes. For more detail, see [20] . In the following, we will introduce three bases of H n that are useful in analyzing stabilizer codes:
1. "Physical basis": The physical basis is the simplest basis, in the sense that physical errors act on the state that is represented in this basis. In this basis, the codespace is C S as defined above.
2. "Encoded basis": The state represented in the encoded basis has a set of k information qubits that are to be protected, and the remaining n − k qubits are the syndrome qubits that represent the redundancies used in the error-correcting code. Without loss of generality, we will assign the first k qubits in this basis as the information subsystem and the last n − k qubits as the syndrome subsystem. In this basis, a state is in the codespace if and only if the syndrome qubits are in the state |0 ⊗n−k . There exists an encoding unitary U E that takes the operators and states represented in the encoded basis to the physical basis.
3. "Corrected basis": The state in the corrected basis results from applying a correcting unitary to the state in the encoded basis such that any correctable error acting on a codeword state leaves the information subsystem invariant. The correcting unitary, U Γ leaves the syndrome subsystem unchanged, and it applies a unitary to the information system conditioned on which syndrome subspace the state is in. It can be written in the following form in terms of the set of standard basis states of the syndrome subsystem, |j , and some set of unitary operators, {U Γ,j }, where j ∈ {0, 1, ..., 2 n−k − 1}:
Specifically, each |j is defined as a tensor product of standard basis states |0 and |1 in the following way:
where j l ∈ {0, 1} satisfies
In other words, j n−k j n−k−1 ... j 1 is the binary representation of j with the most significant digit on the left, and an underline is used to differentiate the index as a decimal number from its binary representation.
The following illustrates the contents in this section using the three-qubit bit-flip code.
Any correctable error leaves the information qubit of a codeword state invariant. The only effect of a correctable error acting on a codeword state is to bring the syndrome system from the |0 -subspace to a nontrivial syndrome subspace.
As will be seen, we will mainly work in the corrected basis since it simplifies the analysis of a CTQEC protocol. However, some caution is required. As written, the corrected basis looks like a tensor product of bases on each of the qubits, but it is not. In the example, the states |0 and |1 for the system qubit are different in syndrome |3 than in syndromes |0 , |1 and |2 . We will therefore also use the operators represented in the physical basis for practical purposes.
B. The model of quantum-jump CTQEC
In conventional quantum error correction, the system undergoes an error-correcting operation, which is characterized by a CPTP mapping R (·), consisting of a syndrome measurement followed by a unitary correction operation based on the measurement result.
In quantum-jump CTQEC, a weak version of the errorcorrecting operation is applied repeatedly on the system. Let δt be the small time step of a single instance of the weak error-correcting operation. The infinitesimal error correction map is:
where κ is the rate of error correction.
In the limit of δt → 0, the above infinitesimal errorcorrecting operation approaches a master equation describing the system evolution under error correction:
In addition, the system undergoes evolution caused by decoherence. We model the decoherence as Markovian with the system Hamiltonian H and a set of Lindblad operators {L j }. Then the full master equation becomes
where
(21) In this study, we will use quantum error-correcting codes and error models based on standard quantum error correction. Our main goal in exploring quantum-jump CTQEC is to find a method to realize the weak mapping given by Eq. (18) .
A general way of realizing this weak mapping involves the following steps:
(1) Couple the primary system to an ancillary system. (2) Apply a weak unitary to both systems. (3) Weakly measure and then discard the ancillary system.
(4) Apply a weak unitary correction, conditioned on the measurement result, to the system.
In this paper, we will propose a specific realization of CTQEC based on the above scheme, which will require analysis on the ancillary system used in the coherent measurement steps. Throughout this paper, we will denote a basis state of the ancillary system as |j a , where the subscript "a" signifies that the state is of the ancillary system, and the index j runs from 0 to the dimension of the ancillary system minus one.
III. QUANTUM-JUMP CTQEC WITH MINIMAL ANCILLAS
In [2] , a quantum-jump CTQEC protocol was proposed that requires the size of the ancillary system to be the dimension of the syndrome space minus one. That is, for a syndrome system of size n − k, an ancillary system of size 2 n−k − 1 is required. This exponential overhead in the size of the ancillary system would be a very expensive resource in practice. In this section, we propose a quantum-jump CTQEC protocol that requires only linear overhead, n − k + 1 to be exact, of ancillary qubits to perform the same task. We will also show that n − k + 1 is in fact optimal. The main idea is as the following.
Consider CTQEC using an arbitrary [[n, k, d]] stabilizer code. In the corrected basis, without loss of generality, we assume the information subsystem is the first k qubits. The last n − k qubits form the syndrome subsystem which absorbs the effect of any correctable error on the code. The syndrome system is initially prepared in the trivial state |0 ⊗n−k . When a correctable error happens, some syndrome qubits may be flipped to |1 , while the information qubits are left invariant. The goal of error correction is obviously to flip the syndrome qubits back to the trivial state |0 ⊗n−k so that the syndrome subsystem is capable of absorbing any new correctable error that may occur. Such an error-correcting operation may be described in the corrected basis as a CPTP map R(.):
and ρ is the density operator of the encoded system. With the given error-correcting map R (·), the weak error-correcting map is
Note that, as in Eq. (18) , if the map takes time δt we define a rate κ by
In Sec. III A, we first give the structure of a class of methods that implements the CTQEC map in Eq. (24) . In Sec. III B, we discuss the requirements on the ancillary system in the coherent measurement steps, and we show that the size of the ancillary system must be at least n−k +1. In Sec. III C, we propose a CTQEC protocol for any [[n, k, d]] stabilizer code, requiring n − k + 1 ancillary qubits.
A. Preliminary derivation
In this section, we derive requirements to construct CTQEC protocols based on a given [[n, k, d]] stabilizer code. Recall that, in the corrected basis, the CPTP map we wish to achieve is given by
The above map is already in a Kraus decomposition with Kraus operators
However, this set of Kraus operators is not useful to us, since we are performing continuous-time correction and we need each of the Kraus operators K to be weak, in the sense that it has the form
where c is some constant and O(ε) is some term upperbounded by the order of ε. That is, each of the Kraus operators is close to the identity. Now, let {K l } l∈S be a set of non-zero weak Kraus operators and S = {0, 1, ..., |S| − 1} be an index set that is to be determined. The following lemma (Theorem 8.2 from [21] ) will be useful from here on. Now, since the F l 's are linearly independent, u N,l = 0 for all l. This implies that a row of U has elements all equal to 0. Hence, U does not have full rank and therefore cannot be unitary.
The contradiction implies that M ≥ N .
It is easy to check that the set of Kraus operators for the weak CPTP mapping given by Eq. (28) is linearly independent. Therefore, by Theorem 1,
Hence, each of the Kraus operators K l may be written
where {u l,k } l,k∈S are elements of an unitary matrix. The next step requires the polar decomposition of each K l . For all l ∈ S, K l can be decomposed as
where U C,l is unitary and M l is positive-semidefinite. The operators {M l } l∈S describe a positive-operator valued measurement (POVM). Each of the M † l M l is positive-semidefinite, and the completeness relation is satisfied:
To implement the weak correction map given by Eq. (26), we recall the four steps of CTQEC that were introduced in Sec. II B:
The polar decomposition gives a set of weak measurement operators {M l } l∈S and a set of weak unitary operators {U C,l } l∈S . The mapping defined by the Kraus operators can be treated as first measuring with {M l } l∈S and then applying a unitary correction conditioned on the measurement outcome. Therefore, the corrections in step 4 are given by the set {U C,l } l∈S , and steps 1 to 3 implement the measurement given by the set of measurement operators {M l } l∈S . The remaining question is how to carry out the three steps for the measurement. We shall answer this question in the rest of this section.
B. Coherent measurement and the ancillary system
We begin with the required ancillary system. In step 3, ancillary system is measured. Since each outcome of the measurement on the ancillary system should result in a unique measurement operator from {M l } l∈S acting on the primary system, there must exist a set of |S| mutually orthogonal states in the ancillary system. So the dimension of the Hilbert space of the ancillary system must be no less than |S|. If the ancillary system has s A ∈ N qubits then
Therefore, by Eq. (30), the minimum size of the ancilla, s A , iss
Since we are investigating the general setup, we do not require the ancillary system to be of minimum size. Let s A ≥ log 2 |S| be the size of the ancillary system, and let the set S A = {0, 1, ..., 2 s A − 1}. We denote a set of standard basis states for this system as
where the underline notation is defined as in Sec. II, and the subscript "a" indicates that the basis state is in the ancillary Hilbert space of dimension 2 s A . Throughout this paper, we will label the Hilbert space of the primary system H S and the Hilbert space of the ancilla H A .
The initial state of the ancilla, |A 0 ∈ H A , can be chosen such that each of the standard basis states {|j a } j∈S is equally weighted:
Note that S ⊂ S A , so |A 0 = |+ ⊗s A in general. Let U M be the desired weak unitary operator on the combined Hilbert space of both the primary and ancillary systems, H S ⊗ H A . Suppose the primary system is initially in an arbitrary state |ψ ∈ H S . Then Eq. (39) implies that the initial state for the combined system is |ψ ⊗ |A 0 . We choose U M to satisfy
After measuring the ancillary system in the basis {|j a } j∈S A , the state of the primary system after measurement result j ∈ S is M j |ψ , and any other outcomes in S A \ S have zero probability.
To find the weak unitary U M , let
where H M is Hermitian. We can always write H M in the following form:
where H j,l 's act on the primary system and satisfy
Up
and for all j ∈ S \ S A ,
(44) Solving the above equations may be difficult in general. However, we show in the next section a special case where those equations can be solved. In this section, we propose a specific CTQEC protocol based on the formalism in the previous sections. This protocol requires a minimal ancillary system of size s A = s A = n − k + 1, and the weak operators involved are in a form such that the weak Hermitian operator associated with the coherent measurement can be easily found.
The target error-correcting map is given by Eq. (24). Let S = {0, 1, ..., 2 n−k+1 − 1}, and consider the following set of Kraus operators {K j } j∈S for this mapping:
for all j ∈ {0, 1, ..., 2 n−k − 1}. Note that in this case S A = S.
Following our formalism, we first find the polar decomposition of these Kraus operators. This results in a unique set of POVM operators {M j } j∈S and a corresponding set of correcting unitaries {U C,j } j∈S satisfying K j = U C,j M j for all j ∈ S. Up to second order in ε, these operators are listed below:
and ∀ j ∈ {1, 2, ..., 2 n−k − 1},
Note that the correcting unitaries may be written in the form U C,j = e iεH C,j , where ∀j ∈ {0, 1, ..., 2 n−k − 1},
Now, as we have claimed, the ancillary system has size
In this case, S A = {0, 1, ..., 2 n−k+1 −1} = S. Following Eq. (39), the ancillary system is prepared in the state
Finding U M is equivalent to finding the corresponding Hermitian operator H M . We have mentioned that one may regard this task as solving Eqs. (43) 
j,l∈S
and ∀ j ∈ {1, 2, ...,
l,m∈S
and ∀ j, l ∈ S,
These equations potentially have many solutions. We solved the equations for a small problem size, and then generalized our solution to arbitrary problem size. The small problem we consider is three-qubit bit-flip code, where n = 3, k = 1, and therefore s A = n − k + 1 = 3. In this case, one can solve for the {H j,l } straightforwardly by hand. Generalizing to arbitrary size involves assigning parameters as elements of the H j,l 's similar to the solution to the three-qubit code case, and then solving for the parameters by plugging everything back into Eq. (43). Here is this solution for the general case:
and ∀ j, l ∈ {1, 2, ..., 2 n−k − 1} where j = l,
The desired weak unitary is therefore U M = e iεH M , where
Example 2. In this example, we demonstrate the protocol for the three-qubit bit-flip code. The primary system is first coupled to an ancillary system of s A = n − k + 1 = 3 qubits:
Then the unitary operation U M = e iεH M is applied to the combined system, in which
and
Finally, the correcting unitary, U C,j , corresponding to each measurement result j ∈ {0, 1, 2, ..., 7} is given by Eqs. (48), (50), (52) and (54).
IV. COMPARISON WITH OTHER CTQEC PROTOCOLS
In this section, we will compare the proposed CTQEC protocol with two previous ones: those of Oreshkov [2] and of Ahn, Doherty, and Landahl (ADL) [3] . In particular, for Oreshkov's method, we have investigated whether feedback strategy can improve its performance. However, we will show results that suggest that any improvement in performance may be minimal.
For a fair comparison, we set the error-correcting "strength" of the protocols equal to each other. The measure of strength used is the diamond norm [22, 23] of the difference between each weak map and the identity.
The contents related to Oreshkov's and ADL's schemes will be addressed in Sec. IV A and Sec. IV B, respectively.
A. Oreshkov's protocol
In [2] , Oreshkov presents a method that does not perform the precise quantum-jump CTQEC map in Eq. (26); however, the protocol gives the map when the primary system is initially in the code space and the error model has all correctable errors of the code occur as Poisson processes with the same rate λ. The procedure is very similar to that in this paper. One notable difference is that Oreshkov's protocol requires 2 n−k − 1 ancillary qubits; the result in the previous section shows that this number can be reduced (when n − k > 2) to as low as n − k + 1, which is the minimum number of ancillas possible! One might argue that each operator of the interaction Hamiltonian in Oreshkov's method is easier to realize, as it involves interaction between the primary system and a single ancilla qubit. However, each such operator is still a multi-body interaction, and the Hamiltonian includes exponentially many such terms. Since Oreshkov's protocol and ours produce the same effective CTQEC mapping, the performances of both devices are the same.
One question about Oreshkov's protocol that we have investigated is whether feeding back all results from previous measurements would allow better correction. In general, the answer should be positive, but how much greater is the benefit? To answer this question, we first give a brief description of the protocol.
The procedure also follows the four steps (of coherent measurement and unitary correction) listed near the end of Sec. III A. In step 1, the ancillary system is prepared in the state
In step 2, a joint weak unitary, U M,O = e −iεH M,O , is done, with Hamiltonian
where Y a j is the single Pauli-Y operator acting on the j-th ancillary qubit, and
In step 3, a Z measurement is performed on each of the ancillary qubits. If the measurement result on the j-th qubit is m j ∈ {0, 1}, then the unitary correction in step 4 is U C,O = e −iεH C,O with
In this framework, the correcting operation is fixed. However, the parameter ε in U C,O is allowed to vary with time, U C,O (t) = e −iδ(t)H C,O for some function δ(t). Introducing this freedom can improve the performance, but we will see shortly that results for simple codes show minimal gain in performance, which suggests that a fixed correcting parameter already provides nearly optimal errorcorrecting capability.
Take the case of the three-qubit bit-flip code for example. Let ρ I be the density matrix of the information system that is to be protected from error. The initial state of the primary system in the corrected basis (and also the encoded basis) is then
Suppose the error model is independent bit-flip Poisson processes on each qubit with rate λ. Then the density matrix of the primary system at time t is
where the ρ j 's are normalized density matrices corresponding to j different errors applied to the initial code state:
where the E j(C) 's are the bit-flip errors represented in the corrected basis (as defined in Example 1). The w j (t)'s are real functions that form a set of probabilities at each time t. Note that w 0 (0) = 1.
Suppose at time t the density matrix of the primary system is given by Eq. (86). Then by applying the CTQEC map in Eq. (24) to this density matrix,
Since the goal of error correction is to map the state back to the |0 -subspace, the parameter in this CTQEC map is chosen to maximize the updated w 0 (t). Hence, the optimal strategy would be to choose δ(t) as follows:
This is optimal correction. Now let ε = √ κδt, in order to realize the infinitesimal CTQEC map in Eq. (18) and let δt → 0, the first-order differential equations for the w j (t)'s including both the error process and error correc-tion are
The last terms in Eq. (96) are κw 1 , −κw 1 , −κw 2 and κw 2 , respectively, if one takes δ(t) = ε to be a fixed value as Oreshkov considered. Fig. 1 compares the performances of optimal and constant correction in Oreshkov's protocol in terms of codeword fidelity (i.e., w 0 (t)) and correctable overlap (i.e., w 0 (t)+w 1 (t), which is the codeword fidelity after a strong error correction is applied) between the cases of optimal and constant correction in Oreshkov's device. The rate of error-correction in this comparison is κ = 100λ. We can see that the difference in performance is negligibly small. In fact, we can see from Figs. 1 and 2 that w 1 (t) is very small compared to w 0 (t) at any time t. This should not be surprising, since the correction terms in Eq. (96) drive the weights w 1 and w 2 towards w 0 and w 3 , respectively, and the rate of this driving process is much larger than the rate of the error process (κ λ). If we use the relationship w 1 w 0 to approximate the differential equations given by Eq. (96), we get
The last terms in the above approximation are the result of optimal correction. Since w 1 w 0 , the correction is dominated by the second to last terms, and the effect of the extra terms is negligibly small. The extra effort to track the state and apply precise corrections yields little benefit.
In Fig. 3 , we show a more complicated example using the five-qubit "perfect" code that can correct any singlequbit error. The correcting parameter is again chosen to be κ = 100λ. We see that the benefit of optimal correction is still very small.
Note that, in practice, κ will probably be larger than 100λ, and the benefit of optimal correction will be even smaller. Therefore, we conclude that the constant correction method considered in Oreshkov's protocol has good enough error-correcting performance. 
B. ADL protocol
In [3] , Ahn, Doherty, and Landahl proposed a CTQEC protocol that weakly measures the stabilizer generators. The correcting Hamiltonian is a sum of correctable errors with tuning parameters that are controlled by the measurement results.
This protocol results in a stochastic master equation giving the quantum trajectories of the system. Note that the master equation of the system in our CTQEC protocol given by Eq. (19) does not have diffusive terms, which may arise in general in a quantum trajectory, since it is a Comparison of CTQEC performance between optimal and constant correction for Oreshkov's protocol using the five-qubit "perfect" code under independent depolarizing channels with error rate λ and correcting parameter is κ = 100λ. The thin and thick dashed red lines are, respectively, the correctable overlap and codeword fidelity of the case with optimal correction. The thin and thick solid blue lines are, respectively, the correctable overlap and codeword fidelity of the case with constant correction.
map that averages over all measurement outcomes. The averaged map makes analysis and simulation easier, and it should accurately model the protocol since it represents the "expected" evolution of the system. Therefore, it is reasonable to use the averaged map of the ADL protocol in the comparison.
To compare the performance between different protocols, we should adjust the parameters in both protocols so that the comparison is "fair" in the sense that the strengths of the correcting maps are comparable. One commonly measures the strength of a quantum map Φ by the diamond norm || · || [22, 23] of the difference between Φ and the identity map I. Let this function be denoted by D(·), where for all quantum maps Φ,
Now, we will compare our protocol to the ADL device for the three-qubit bit-flip code. Let Φ be the averaged CTQEC map for our protocol over an arbitrary small time δt. Then for any density matrix ρ,
where we recall that R(·) is the strong error-correcting map given by Eq. (22) . Over the same time δt, given ρ c as the estimated density matrix based on previous measurement results, let Φ ADL,ρc be the averaged CTQEC map for the ADL protocol that takes as input the density matrix ρ.
where [·, ·] is the commutator,L(·) is a superoperator where for any operators g and ρ,L(g)ρ is defined as
and the feedback Hamiltonian
where η j (·, ·) ∈ {1, −1}. We do not specify the functions {η j (·, ·)} as we will see that they are irrelevant in the case to be considered. Note that the g j 's and E j 's are the stabilizer generators and correctable errors defined in Example 1.
We consider the ADL case given as an example in [3] . In this case, κ 2 = 64λ and γ 2 = 128λ, where λ is again the rate of the i.i.d. bit-flip error processes. If we define the mapping Φ 
Using semidefinite programming for computing diamond norm [23, 24] , we find that for all j, l, m ∈ {1, −1},
Hence, the map Φ ADL,ρc would have
On the other hand, calculation shows
Therefore, a fair comparison would be to choose κ such that D(Φ) = D(Φ ADL,ρc ), which implies that κ should be κ = 7.6847κ 2 = 7.6847 × 64λ.
Given the initial state ρ 0 = |0 0| = |000 000|, Fig. 4 shows the codeword fidelity and correctable overlap (i.e., the codeword fidelity after a strong error correction is applied) of our protocol when κ = 7.6847 × 64λ and ADL's simulation of their protocol [3] . We see that both the code fidelity and correctable overlap are much better using our protocol. The reason for this improvement is not FIG. 4. (Color online) The CTQEC performance of our protocol and ADL protocol using three-qubit bit-flip code under independent bit-flip channels with error rate λ. The parameters of the ADL protocol are κ2 = 64λ and γ2 = 128λ, and the parameter of our protocol is κ = 7.6847 × 64λ. The solid and dashed blue lines are, respectively, the correctable overlap and the codeword fidelity of our protocol. The filled and unfilled red circles are, respectively, the correctable overlap and the codeword fidelity of ADL's simulation of their protocol [3] sampled at time increments in 0.01 (1/λ).
entirely obvious. One reason we suspect for the improvement is that the intuitive approach in ADL -weakly measuring the stabilizer generators -is not optimal.
We can see this in the simple example of protecting a single qubit state |0 from bit-flip errors. The errorcorrecting code in this case has a single stabilizer generator Z. On the Bloch sphere, the bit-flip error process gradually brings the state from +1 towards 1 on the z-axis. The most obvious approach using strong error correction would measure the stabilizer Z and then apply a correction X if necessary. However, this is not the only approach: one could actually measure along any axis of the Bloch sphere, followed by a unitary correction conditioned on the measurement outcome. For strong error-correction, all of these protocols work equally well.
In the limit of weak measurements, however, the weak limit of these protocols are no longer equivalent. It can be shown that weak measurement along a direction perpendicular to the z-axis, followed by a weak unitary correction, will yield the greatest averaged increase in the purity of the state [11] . This implies that for continuoustime quantum error correction, instead of weakly measuring the stabilizer Z which is along the direction parallel to the z-axis, one should measure along a direction on the x-y plane. For example, one could weakly measure X or Y to yield the most averaged increase in the purity of the state, followed by a weak rotation about the Y or X axis to maximize the fidelity with |0 . Going from this simple example to a more general code suggests that weakly measuring the stabilizer generators will not increase the overlap with the code space as much as weakly measuring a complementary set of operators.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigate and formalize the structure of quantum-jump CTQEC protocol involving weak measurements and weak unitary corrections. We show that for a given [[n, k, d]] quantum stabilizer code the minimum required size of the ancillary system is n−k +1 qubits, and we propose a method achieving this minimal requirement. We compare the performance of the proposed protocol to other known CTQEC protocols by Oreshkov and ADL. Our protocol is effectively equivalent to Oreshkov's quantum-jump CTQEC protocol, and hence the performance is the same. However, we reduce the number of ancillas required by an exponential factor. We also consider an improved protocol by optimizing the error-correcting parameter at each step, and we conclude after some analysis that this does not yield much benefit in general. For the comparison with the ADL protocol, we use the diamond norm to equalize the error-correcting strengths of the two maps and then compare their performances for the same code and noise model. Our protocol significantly outperforms the ADL protocol using the three-qubit bit-flip code against X noise.
A critical issue that requires future investigation is that the Hamiltonian terms coupling the primary system to the ancillas are in general multi-body operators, which would be hard to implement experimentally. One possible approach uses the fact that our proposed formalism actually gives a family of quantum-jump CTQEC protocols. It would be interesting to see if there are members of the family where the terms of the Hamiltonian are low weight while still using only a modest number of ancillas.
